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Introduction 

This document provides a summary of the essence of Dragon1 and the uniqueness of Dragon1 

compared to other enterprise methods. This documents shows also the most important tasks, rights 

and obligations of individuals and organizations regarding the ownership, use, management and future 

developments of Dragon1.  

1. Dragon1 is an open method for Visual Enterprise Architecture 

Dragon1 is an open method for enterprise architecture. Dragon1 suitable is for anyone who considers 

enterprise architecture as a design discipline and as a strategic management instrument to make an 

qualitative contribution with to the design, realization, governance and management of complex 

structures and integral business IT solutions. In practice, Dragon1 is used by Board members and 

directors (CxO’s), managers, architects, policy workers, program managers, project managers, 

analists, engineers and suppliers. 

 

Dragon1 is an open method which in fact means three things: 

1) Dragon1 is ‘open’ because all information about Dragon1 is publicly free or for a nominal sum 

irrevocably widely available or accessible.  

2) Dragon1 is ‘open’ because it is possible for practitioners of Dragon1 to contribute their 

knowledge and experience to improve the method. 

3) Dragon1 is a method because the practitioners are supported throughout their work as 

architect with all kinds of collateral materials and tools.  

 

Working with architecture based on Dragon1 consists of working in a structural, systematic and 

planned way with Visual Enterprise Architecture (VEA) for creating, for example architecture designs 

for strategic transformation program. The architecture products are created in a controlled manner with 

Dragon1. 

 

Dragon1 points out how everyone can collaborate on architecture in an enterprise. Dragon1 states 

that the architect is a designer and the method provides guidance and techniques to the architect 

designing and realizing architectures and infrastructural facilities. Dragon1 states that the architect by 

himself or in a team, supplemented with specialists, can manage complex design assignments. 

Dragon1 states that architects together with stakeholders, can create a visual design which gives 

substance to necessary but sometimes conflicting requirements. By focusing on visualizing 

architecture, the architect not only shows system and structure but also shows the dynamics and 

situations of the complex organization. 

 

Dragon1 is based mainly on three disciplines: building architecture, business administration and 

information science. In fact Dragon1 wants to achieve only one thing: reuse the benefits of building 

architecture for designing, communicating and realizing sustainable, future-proof structures, loose 

structures, solutions and landscapes, for designing, communicating and realizing innovations and 

transformations within enterprises. 
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2. Dragon1 is based on a glossary of terms, core models and open standards 

The fundaments of Dragon1 are a glossary of terms, core models and open standards. These three 

pillars reinforce each other: the core models of concepts make use of a consistent set of terms, and 

the open standards are in their turn using the core models of concepts. 

 

The Dragon1 glossary of terms is published on the Dragon1 Wiki and consists of a translated Dutch-

English term list and their definitions. The benefits of a clear understanding of the terminology of the 

terms are many: the acceleration of the working process, the consistency of documents and the fact of 

not needlessly loosing time because of discussions between architects about the definitions of basic 

terms.   

 

Dragon1 consists of 21 open standards. These open standards are listed below. The Dragon1 Wiki 

website has information available on the specifications of these open standards. The open standard of 

Architecture Principles is now available on the Dragon1 Wiki but also in book form. The other Dragon1 

open standards are published the next few years. 

 

1. Architecture Principles Standard 

2. Visual Language Standard 

3. Architecture Visualization Standard 

4. Enterprise Architecture Design Standard 

5. Architecture Quality Management Standard 

6. Architecture Stakeholder Management Standard 

7. Architecture Communication Standard 

8. Architecture Implementation Standard 

9. Architecture Service Management Standard 

10. Architecture Start-Up & Initiation Standard 

11. Architecture Application Standard 

12. Architecture Framework Standard 

13. Architecture Documentation Standard 

14. Architecture Maturity Standard 

15. Architecture Enterprise Innovation Standard 

16. Architecture Requirements Management Standard 

17. Architecture Rules for Architects Standard 

18. Solution Architecture Design Standard 

19. Architecture in Projects Standard (PXA) 

20. Agile Architecture Standard 

21. Architecture Governance & Management 

 

The open standards consists of coherent concepts. In Dragon1 each concept is accompanied by a 

Dragon1 model. Important core models of Dragon1 are: 

 Dragon1-ea-framework (shows why and how Dragon1 is a Enterprise Architecture 

Framework); 

 Dragon1-vea-core-model (shows the EA Framework from the perspective of stakeholders. It 

shows the relationship between stakeholders requirements engineering and architecture 

design); 

 Dragon1-meta-model (shows the relationships of all Dragon1-concepts) 

 Dragon1-fundament (shows the added value of the architect and architecture); 

 Dragon1-architecture-framework (shows the way of thinking on architecture and the division of 

architectures in an organization, based on Dragon1); 
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 Dragon1-architecture-visualization-process (shows the role and position of architecture 

visualizations); 

 Dragon1-process-model (shows an overview of the eight architecture work processes and 

their 120 activities); 

 Dragon1-services-model; 

 Dragon1-products-model; 

 Dragon1-role-play-model (shows the key players of architecture and their tasks); 

 Dragon1-architecture-description-meta-model (shows the relation between IEEE1471 and 

Dragon1); 

 Dragon1-enterprise-architecture-dossier (shows the way an architecture administration has to 

set up best for very large enterprises); 

 

In the next paragraphs a number of models will be explained more in detail. See Dragon1 Wiki for 

elaboration of the other Dragon1 models. 

 

The essence of Dragon1 is explained with the EA Framework. This EA Framework shows the specific 

structure of the method for creating visual enterprise architectures (visualizations of totalconcepts) and 

visual architecture designs. 

 

Dragon1 model  EA Framework 

 
Figure 1. The Dragon1 EA Framework. 

 

The  Dragon1 EA Framework gives an example of how at strategic level Dragon1 architects create 

decision supporting visualizations such as design sketches, structural visions and artist impressions. 

These visualizations are not only intended for communicating insights and overview for Board of 

directors, managers and employees. These architecture visualizations also show the working 

mechanism of solution directions and their produced results (= principles) with which ambitions, 

business goals and targets of the stakeholders can be realized. 
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Dragon1 architecture visualizations visualize the architecture designs of structures and solutions of an 

enterprise. Owner-clients such as board members and directors, and primary stakeholders such as 

management, make choices and decisions using these architecture visualizations for adjusting and 

approving the realization and implementation of structures and solutions. In this way, Visual Enterprise 

Architecture based on Dragon1 will be a strategic management instrument for large enterprises and 

SMEs. 

3. Dragon1 consists of four ways 

Dragon1 is highly structured and as a method recognizes four ‘ways’: a way of thinking, a way of 

working, a way of representing and a way of supporting. Dragon1 aims to reuse best practices from, 

for example, the building architecture, and also landscape architecture and industrial design; for 

example in the field of design strategy, architecture visualizations and architecture principles.  

 

Dragon1 model  Four-‘ways’ 

 

 
Figure 2. The four ways model 

 

Dragon1 recognizes four ways, see Figure 2, with which a methodical structured approach can be 

described fully. When architects must create an architecture product, they think about it in a certain 

way, they work on it in a certain way, they represent the result and the process in a certain way and 

they are supported in a certain way by collateral materials and tools. 

 

For the manageability and interoperability, the four ways are divided in eight of four Dragon1 concepts 

which in terms of size, granularity and scope exist in business management and information science. 
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The most important business administration concepts and information science concepts are made part 

of Dragon1 in the Visual Enterprise Architecture context. 

 

The Dragon1 concepts are defined and elaborated in 21 open standards. These open standards are 

the core of the method on top of the glossary of terms and core concepts. An open standard describes 

the coherence of concepts, how they must be handled and which choices and steps the architect have 

to make. 

With each open standard, best practices are available to support the practical reuse of a standard and 

to communicate the experiences for general use and further development of the method. Dragon1 

consists of open standards for the composition of and working with concepts and principles in the 

architecture, the creation of an architecture design and the provision of design assignments to 

architects. 

 

Dragon1 allows for everyone, at high level quality and very pragmatic, to get started in the right way 

and in a short period of time with Visual Enterprise Architecture. 

  

Note: Dragon1 may also be seen as architecture movement or architecture school, because it 

represents a visual approach by formulating principles in an alternative way and designing total 

concepts. This approach differs from the common approaches in the enterprise architecture discipline. 

4. The creation of visual architecture designs is the core of Dragon1 

It is now possible to create a new model with on the one hand the acquired knowledge of building 

architecture terms, and on the other hand the business management and information science across 

enterprises. In Dragon1, we call this model the VEA core model. This model is elaborated below and 

gives an example of how the architect translates as a designer of a structure function into form.  

Dragon1 model  VEA core model 

 
Figure 3. Dragon1 VEA core model 
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The VEA core model makes three things transparent: 

1.  Dragon1 supports the conceptual translation steps from concept, to element, to component and 

object to technical product. 

2.  Dragon1 makes the enterprise approachable as a structure. 

3.  Dragon1 supports in creating communicative architecture visualizations tailored for target 

groups by the architect. With these visualizations of views, perspectives and models the 

architects supports that decisions are taken by stakeholders to formulate requirements for the 

performances and quality of the structure.    

Dragon1 requires of architects that they create an architecture design of a structure for a client based 

on a design assignment. 

Examples of architecture designs of structures in Dragon1 are: 

- Enterprise/Chain architecture design assignment – redesign and realize the service 

delivery chain between businesses in an enterprise;  

- Business architecture design assignment – design and realize  an integrated business for 

two organizations; 

- Information architecture design assignment – redesign and realize an information facility 

for an organization;  

- Technical architecture design assignment – design and realize  an standardized IT 

infrastructure for an organization; 

- Security architecture design assignment – renew the information security for an 

organization; 

- Solution architecture design assignment – design and realize  an integral business IT 

solution; 

- Business domain architecture design assignment  – design and realize a business 

function or a business process; 

- System domain architecture design assignment – design and realize an information 

system or a technical system. 

An architect is a designer and needs therefore a design assignment for creating an architecture design 

(from a client such as Board of directors or management). 

An architect starts (often in a team and accompanied by specialists) together with the stakeholders to 

identify and to approve requirements (ambitions, objectives, goals, etc..) by the client. The architect 

uses visualizations such as artist impressions, sketches and drawings of concepts and principles to 

inspire stakeholders. Current situation, time, cost, quality and resources are also visualized. 

First the architect creates a concept architecture design for the client and the primary stakeholders. In 

work sessions a lot is discussed between the stakeholders. The architect concretizes the ideas and 

visions of the stakeholders in design sketches of total concepts (architecture visions) and studies of 

concepts principles. Functions of concepts will be clear. The architect communicates visually the 

scenarios with sketches using design books. The architect communicates during this process what the 

contributions of time, cost and resources and which performance and quality should or must be 

delivered. So the client can choose what he likes and wants. 
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An architect creates then a preliminary enterprise architecture design for the client and the primary 

stakeholders. He details the chosen total concept in subconcepts and the elements and rules starts to 

come more important. The architect creates structural visions in which eyecatchers appear as certain 

elements. The functions of elements and technical forms of elements become clear. The architect 

shows which situations, dynamics and scenarios ask for which facilities, infrastructure, spaces, 

locations, services, products and processes. The architect communicates visually the scenarios with 

drawings using design books. So the client and primary stakeholders can choose what they like and 

want. 

An architect creates then a definitive enterprise architecture design for the client and the primary 

stakeholders. He details the chosen total element in subelements and the components and objects 

and rules become more important. The architect creates aspect visions in which appear certain 

components and objects in situations, systems and structures and domains. The architect shows 

which situations, dynamics and scenarios ask for certain facilities, infrastructure, spaces, locations, 

services, products and processes. The logical functions and technical forms of the components and 

objects are very clear. The domains, structures and systems make possible the organization of 

infrastructure facilities (services) in spaces and locations which will be used by humans and machines 

to realize their goals. The architect communicates visually the scenarios with drawings and diagrams 

using design books. So the client and primary stakeholders can choose what they like and want. 

The architect creates then a technical detail architecture design in which broadly suppliers and 

products will be chosen and visualized to detail components and objects and rules. So the client and 

primary stakeholders can choose what they like and want. 

The architect creates then contract documents in which with precision suppliers and products will be 

chosen to detail components and objects and rules. So the client and primary stakeholders can 

choose what they like and want. 

The architect will now supervise the programs and projects in which a structure or a solution is 

executed / realized and implemented based on the architecture design. A lot of visualizations such as 

A0 posters are created to give control to the steering groups, and to show the progress of the 

program. The architect coaches also the project staff and engineers by creating visualizations of detail 

designs and by doing realizations. 

In short, this is the standard approach which is outlined in Dragon1. It is important to realize that 

Dragon1 encourages architects to be a designer. Using visualizations the client and the primary 

stakeholders have continuously control over the design and the realization/implementation process. 

5. Dragon1 may be used freely by all interested persons  

Dragon1 is in the ‘public’ domain. That means that the Dragon1 philosophy is free available and may 

be used freely for working under architecture for non commercial use. The Dragon1 Architecture 

Foundation acts as a central contact point for all interested persons and practitioners for gathering 

new ideas, sharing knowledge, monitoring the quality and consistency of the Dragon1 publications and 

communications. More information about Dragon1 is available at http://www.dragon1.org. 

6. A quick start with Dragon1   

Anyone can be in an easy and accessible way introduced to Dragon1, to start with Visual Enterprise 

Architecture by downloading materials from the website Dragon1 Wiki. This collateral materials 

consists of checklists, document templates, models and detailed examples. Several other products 

such as reference cards, or open standard books are available as a free download at the website 

http://wiki.dragon1.org or can be purchased for a nominal amount via third party websites.  
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7. Dragon1 Review Board 

There is a Review Board appointed by the Dragon1 Architecture Foundation, consisting of 

experienced persons from the enterprise architecture discipline. Persons who have worked with 

Dragon1 and have input (renewals) for the method, can share these inputs with the Dragon1 Review 

Board through the submission of explanation questions and requests for changes. A request for 

chance document can be used for this. The Dragon1 Review Board assesses and answers the 

explanation questions and formulates changes based on the submitted requests for changes. 

8. Dragon1 may not be freely marketed 

Working with Dragon1 is linked to rules and conditions to secure the quality of work being of sufficient 

level. Dragon1 is a registered logo and trademark in the world. These trademark registrations ensure 

that not just anyone can and should advertising Dragon1 products and Dragon1 services, or related 

matters, without the explicit written permission granted by the Dragon1 Architecture Foundation. 

 

Also, not everyone should ‘provide and execute’ or ‘create’ Dragon1 services and products, or related 

cases, to customers under the name of Dragon1. For this purpose necessary certifications or 

accreditations are required. The intention is that many organizations, under the supervision of the 

Dragon1 Architecture Foundation, continue to disseminate Dragon1 through training, coaching and 

consultancy. 

9. Dragon1 Architecture Foundation is dedicated to further disseminating, 

regulation of proper use and further development of the method 

The Dragon1 Architecture Foundation's tasks are: management, coordination of future developments, 

further dissemination and control of the correct use of the method. The Dragon1 Architecture 

Foundation has not a profit, but a professional purpose. Everything the foundation does is focused on 

this, such as inform, manage, organize, supervise and maintain. The foundation manages the register 

of certified architects and accredited organizations. The foundation facilitates examination of 

individuals and organizations with examination institutes and redirects them to training organizations. 

The Dragon1 Architecture Foundation is the only organization that could provide certificates and 

accreditations to individuals and organizations. 

10. Training and certification for practitioners in Dragon1 and accreditation for 

organizations in Dragon1  

In order to ensure the quality of the application of Dragon1 in practice, a certification program is 

developed for architects and architecture professionals. By attending training at accredited training 

organizations (ATOs) and successful completion of examinations in authorized examination institutes, 

architects can express and show their skills in applying Dragon1 to the market. End user 

organizations, training organizations and service organizations have the opportunity to accredit 

themselves in Dragon1. 

On the website of an ATO, information is available about the Dragon1 training courses and the 

certification process. For more information about the training courses, consult the list of accredited 

training organizations on the website www.dragon1.org. The training courses are based on the most 

recent developments of Dragon1. 

11. Dragon1 User Group contributes to the future developments of the method 

A Dragon1 User Group is founded with currently one hundred user members. The task of the user 

group is primarily, in the form of regional departments and work groups, that users of the method 

exchange and share their knowledge and experience. The user group is the only organization that can 

http://www.dragon1.com/
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propose requests for changes in order to participate in the development of Dragon1. In the Dragon1 

User Group, anyone can join as an individual or as an organization. 

 

It entails membership fees so that meetings can be organized cost effectively by the user group. Being 

a member of the user group is not always necessary or required. A person or group can register free 

of charge as a user of Dragon1. The advantage is that an individual or an organization is part of the 

knowledge movement. In fact they make themselves available to share their experiences and 

knowledge in Dragon1. 

12. Dragon1 Open Knowledge evenings stimulate usage and knowledge 

sharing  

Monthly a knowledge evening is organized, now first in the Netherlands and later in other countries, 

which is visited mostly by 20-30 people which are 50% new and 50% returning visitors. On these 

evenings there will be many presentations and there are lively discussions on the application of 

Dragon1 and particularly on the baseline architecture and the architecture portfolio products. 

13. An individual can use Dragon1 in different ways 

If somebody (a person) wants to use Dragon1, this can be in two capacities: non-certified or certified. 

A person can also use Dragon1 two ways: non-commercial or commercial. 

 

If a person wants to certify in Dragon1, for example, profiling the method to third parties or using the 

method commercially, then the Dragon1 Architecture Foundation helps this person in redirect him to 

accredited training organizations.  

If a person wants to use Dragon1 non-commercial, or for study purposes, he has access, for free or for 

a nominal charge, to all the important basic information and products of Dragon1. He may, for internal 

purposes, use Dragon1 in his work. There are no additional one-time or recurring charges, for 

example, the end user license other than the costs of the products, such as books, which he 

purchases. This person can register as Dragon1-interested or as Dragon1 user. This is mentioned in 

the Dragon1 user registry.  

 

If a person wants to make commercial use of Dragon1, he needs a certification so he can present 

himself as someone who has a certain level of application in the method Dragon1. The exact level is 

determined by the certificate that someone has obtained. Here are one-time and recurring charges for 

such as a certification process and repeated certification, and cost of products, such as books, which 

he purchases. A certified person may say on websites and in expressions that he works on the basis 

of or uses Dragon1. 

 

Note: Anyone may write articles or books about a reflection or best practice of Dragon1 without 

licensing fees. However, when someone uses parts of Dragon1 in texts it must be sufficiently clear 

that he refers to the official Dragon1 source texts. In many cases this is the Dragon1 Wiki: 

http://wiki.dragon1.org. 

14. An organization can use Dragon1 in different ways 

If an organization wants to use Dragon1, this can be in two capacities: non-accredited or accredited. 

An organization can also use Dragon1 two ways: non-commercial or commercial.  

 

If an organization wants to accredit in Dragon1, then the Dragon1 Architecture Foundation informs this 

organization about the accreditation process.  

If an organization wants to use Dragon1 non-commercial, for example research, it has access, for free 

or for a nominal charge, to all the important basic information and products of Dragon1 and should in 

http://wiki.dragon1.org/downloads/dragon1-corporate-license.html
http://wiki.dragon1.org/
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fact be obtained the free end user license. The organization may let work its employees, for internal 

purposes, based on Dragon1. There are no additional (yearly) charges for licenses than the cost of the 

products, the organization purchases. An organization can register free as Dragon1-interested or as 

Dragon1 user. This is mentioned in the Dragon1 user registry.  

 

If an organization wants to make commercial use of Dragon1, the organization needs an accreditation 

in case of offering Dragon1 services, so it can present itself as an organization who has a certain level 

of application of the method Dragon1. Here are one-time and recurring charges, for example, a 

certification process and repeated certification, and cost of products, such as study materials, which 

she purchased. An accredited organization may say on websites and in expressions that it works 

based on or uses Dragon1. 

If an organization wants to offer products and services where Dragon1 is part of, there is a need for 

product certification. For more information see the Dragon1 Wiki. 

 

Note: Organizations may write articles or books about a reflection or best practice of Dragon1 without 

licensing fees. However, when an organization uses parts of Dragon1 in texts it must be sufficiently 

clear that she refers to the official Dragon1 source texts. In many cases this is Dragon1 Wiki: 

http://wiki.dragon1.org. 

15. Dragon1 Architecture Foundation encourages the development of derived 

products and services 

If a person or organization has been inspired by Dragon1 or has been develop further on Dragon1, 

then it is basically encouraged by the Dragon1 Architecture Foundation, to do this in the sight of the 

Dragon1 user group. The organization or person must always refer sufficiently and well to the original 

Dragon1 source. Derivatives or parallel developments of Dragon1 are in principle always thoroughly 

reviewed by the Review Board, to make it a part of Dragon1. If derivatives of parallel developments 

are to detriment Dragon1 or the Dragon1 Architecture Foundation, the derivatives and parallel 

developments are expressly excluded from Dragon1. 

 

The Dragon1 Architecture Foundation's role, on the one hand is to encourage the development of 

Dragon1, and on the other hand to forcefully counter the abuse or prejudice of Dragon1. So the 

foundation ensures that other methods of architecture, architecture schools, architecture movements 

or improper addressing itself to enrich with (parts of) the Dragon1 ideology. Dragon1 can and should 

be used in addition to or in conjunction with other methods. The foundation sees all here very strict. 

For architectural products that a person or organization for themselves or others develop, are created 

based on Dragon1, and are largely changed, the ownership, publication right and copy right of that 

product is by the person or organization itself. If a product is changed only in moderation, the property, 

right of publication and copyright of the product will remain to the owner of the method. 

16. Dragon1 Wiki 

In the coming months, the whole philosophy of Dragon1 will appear on the Dragon1 Wiki in native 

English. For several languages the method structure page will be in the national language to promote 

extra the usage of Dragon1. 

17. Dragon1 Literature 

To promote and facilitate the usage of Dragon1 a number of books has been published:  

The official publications of Dragon1 in Dutch are: 

http://wiki.dragon1.org/downloads/dragon1-corporate-license.html
http://wiki.dragon1.org/
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• Visuele Enterprise Architectuur, Dragon1 HBO Study Guide – An survey of the method. This 

publication is meant for students business management and information science and for 

anyone who is curious about working under architecture. ISBN 978-94-90873-07-3. 

• Visuele Enterprise Architectuur, Dragon1 Text Book – A textbook of the method. This 

publication is meant for architects and managers and. ISBN 978-94-90873-01-1.  

• Dragon1 Open Standard  Architecture Principles  – 1
e
 Open Standard. This publication is 

meant for architects. ISBN 978-94-90873-05-9. 

A book that is written about Dragon1: 

 Wegwijzer voor methoden bij enterprise-architectuur – The comparison of the most common 

enterprise-architectuur methods. ISBN 978-90-8753-097-6. 

18. Future development of Dragon1 

 The expectation is that working groups will be founded outside the Netherlands 

 The further publishing of the next Dragon1 Open Standards; 

 Further internationalizing of the method; 

 Dragon1 in the curricula at universities and colleges; 

 Organize seminars to learn, share and disseminate knowledge about the method; 

 Annual new releases of the method; 

 Dragon1 Platform Website. 

19. Resume 

Dragon1 = OPEN METHOD – Dragon1 is an open method for Visual Enterprise Architecture. That 

means that Dragon1 is an standardized approach with which practitioners are able to work with Visual 

Enterprise Architecture at each level in an organization. Dragon1 reaches a way of thinking about, a 

way of working on, a way of representing in and a way of supporting in Visual Enterprise Architecture. 

The experiences of a practitioner can be applied in future developments of Dragon1 so that the 

method will be actual and sustain. 

Dragon1 = VISUAL – Visual Enterprise Architecture is according Dragon1, the visualization of 

everything that has to do with architecture. Visualizing enterprise architecture, but also architectures 

within the EA framework, such as business architecture, information architecture, technical 

architecture, security architecture etc. has many benefits. Advantages of visualizing are: increasing 

insight and overview, increasing decisiveness, joy, confidence, reduce stress levels, increasing 

understanding and manageability. This compared to the presentation of architecture in text form. 

Dragon1 = ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE – Enterprise Architecture, as in architecture of an 

enterprise, is in Dragon1 the coherent whole of business management and information science 

concepts which are applied to the structure ‘enterprise’. Dragon1 stimulates the architect to visualize 

business management and information science concepts for stakeholders (Board and directors and 

management). It is much easier to understand for them to see that these concepts are necessary for 

choosing solution directions to realize their ambitions and business goals. By visualizing the concept 

and in terms of operation and produced result (the concepts principles) for decision makers, they will 

be have more faith in the shown concepts. By relating the concepts to ambitions and business goals 
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and showing the implementation in time, cost and resources, it will be easier for decision makers to 

choose for these concepts. 

Dragon1 = ARCHITECT AND ARCHITECTURE DESIGN – Different of other methods Dragon1 

states that an architect is an talented or experienced creative designer of total concepts of structures. 

He is conceptual designer of strategic solutions in the form of infrastructural facilities. Because of this 

Dragon1 states that it is an important starting point for creating architectures, to inspire Board and 

directors and management to give the architect an design assignment. The architecture designs 

created by the architect are especially designed for the client and stakeholders, mostly Board and 

directors and management, to take decisions regarding design and realization of integral business IT 

solutions. 

These architecture designs of total concepts accompanied of informal visualizations such as design 

sketches, situation drawings, personas, story boards and artists impressions, ensure that clients will 

be take decisions on a shorter notice because these visualizations are decision supported 

visualizations. 

First an architect must create sketches for the perception of the client, then he must detail the design 

into drawings for stakeholders and after this create diagram models for engineers, finally he creates 

visualizations for everyone. So the architect iterates a design from idea to contract documents. 

Dragon1 = STRUCTURES IN ENTERPRISES – Dragon1 states that architects are designers of 

structures and of integral business IT solutions in these structures. A structure is a system in which 

constructive, operative and decorative dimensions are inter-related. Examples of structures in 

Dragon1 are: chains, enterprises, businesses, information facilities and IT infrastructures. Examples of 

solutions are: business processes and information systems. The architects designs these structures 

under architecture. He starts with the creation of sketches and drawings of total concepts of these 

structures and solutions. The total concepts are coherent wholes of constructive, operative and 

decorative concepts. 

All these subjects make Dragon1 an unique and valuable method which can be used separate, but 

also complementary to other enterprise architecture methods. At strategic level Dragon1 is ideally 

suited to make important decisions based on the right architecture visualizations. 

More information? 

For questions or comments about Dragon1 or this official statement, please contact the Dragon1 

Architecture Foundation via mailto:info@dragon1.com. 

 

This document is subject to change without prior notice. No rights can be derived from this document and its 

contents. Rights must always explicitly to be provided in writing by the Dragon1 Architecture Foundation. 
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